
TU DELFT PHD THESIS LATEX

This is the TU Delft LaTeX template for dissertations, downloaded from TU Delft corporate design downloads. The
template is designed to work with all ve.

The following packages are required on top of a basic MiKTeX installation to make full use of the template:
caption, fancyhdr, filehook, footmisc, fourier, l3kernel, l3packages, lettrine, metalogo, mptopdf, ms, natbib,
pgf, realscripts, tipa, titlesec, tocbibind, unicode-math, url, xcolor, xetex-def Note that MiKTeX will generally
automatically install these packages if they are missing from your installation. Default of the class is the
numbered format. Please provide all your first given names. This command also automatically sets your
initials by taking all first letters of each name. These citations will not appear in any of bibliographies, thanks
to Joost van Zwieten. Installation on Windows This dissertation template has been tested to work with the
most recent version of MiKTeX at the time of this writing 2. The default of the class is plainnat. The
remaining class options are: chapterbib This option loads the package chapterbib and redefines a few
commands to obtain a bibliography per chapter. For an example of the chapter styles see the fncychap
documentation. An example with the native LaTeX fonts, compiled using the 'nativefonts' option or with
pdflatex , can be found in example-nativefonts. A sample document, as well as documentation for template
options, can be found in example. Please use dutch titles if possible. Please also provide any prefixes. Default
value is "wiskundig ingenieur". It can be generated with xelatex propositions or simply with the 'XeLaTeX'
option in TeXworks or an equivalent program. This example also has the print option turned on. Please
provide city and country, all in Dutch. Note that you have to run bibtex for every chapter. You cannot use line
breaks in the subtitle. When specifying more than one of the above options, only the last one will be active. If
you have obtained your title outside of The Netherlands, please also provide the country of where you
obtained the title, in Dutch. Currently this command only supports one logo. Default of the class is one
bibliography for the entire document. A separate document is available for the propositions.


